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Session Goals

• Share our ASPE-supported work on the core 
components of effective programs for youth

– Describe our methodological approach
– How we use a core components approach to inform 

practice guidelines
– Share challenges and limitations

• Put our work in the context of other federal initiatives 
on evidence and evidence-based practice
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Project Background

• The project is focused on developing evidence-
based practice guidelines for youth programs using 
a core components approach. 

• This approach capitalizes on two things: 

– there is a great deal of well-controlled research 
available on youth programs and

– program impacts on youth outcomes across these 
many studies vary quite considerably.
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Our Version of Core Components
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Rationale

• Meta-analyses of impact evaluations find that, on average, programs 

for children and youth produce significant, positive effects on a 

number of beneficial outcomes

• For almost all outcomes, however, the program effects exhibit 

substantial variability around the mean value

• The sources of this variability are likely both methodological and 

substantive

• Analysis provides a methodical and rigorous way to comb through 

the data to identify the characteristics of the studies, interventions, 

and participants associated with better outcomes



Conceptual Framework

• Based on Weiss, Bloom, & Brock’s (2013) framework for 
studying sources of variation in program effects

• Sources of Treatment Effects Variability

– Study Methods (research design, measurement features, 
role of researchers)

– Content, Quantity, Quality, Conveyance of the 
Interventions

– Client Characteristics
– Implementation (planning and support for, quality, 

research context)

Weiss, M. J., Bloom, H. S., & Brock, T. (2013). A conceptual framework for studying the sources of variation in program effects. MDRC. Available at 
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2393091 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2393091

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2393091
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2393091


Meta-Regression Analysis

• Selecting an outcome

• Potential core components

– Program content
– Program structure (quantity, quality, conveyance)
– Implementation strategies and problems
– Participant characteristics

• Analysis focuses on components that are important across all 
programs that target our outcome and components that are 
unique to different approaches to behavior change



For example…
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For example…
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For example…
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Moving from analysis to application

• Analysis focuses on components that are associated 
with better outcomes

– Programs that do “X” have better outcomes than programs 
that don’t

• The Practice Guidelines aim to help program 
administrators think about what they’re doing now and 
whether and how their current practices align with the 
evidence

– Any practices that are not aligned with the evidence can 
then be the focus of improvement efforts



Recommendations for Programs Targeting Externalizing 

Behavior Problems

12DRAFT – Do Not Circulate
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Recommendations for Programs Targeting 

Externalizing Behavior Problems
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Example of Recommendation
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Example of Recommendation
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Challenges and Limitations

• Missingness, idiosyncracies, and inconsistencies 

in reporting of study characteristics

• Volume of research required

• Confounding

– Correlated substantive moderators

– Methods confounds



Supporting/Promoting Core Components

• Practitioners and program administrators really like the 
flexibility, modularity, and continuous improvement focus, 
but

– technical assistance might be required

• Reporting quality and consistency

• Registries and clearinghouses are an untapped resource 
for core components work

• Grantmaking
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